Pergola

STYLE GUIDE
Your Great Outdoor Room

Creative Gazebos is located just outside of Lititz in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, and
has been manufacturing high quality outdoor living structures since 1996. We use the
latest modern woodworking machinery, and by doing so enable our craftsmen to produce
consistent pergola kits. The kits are easy to assemble and can transform your outdoor
space into a private oasis.
In addition to the structures we pride ourselves with excellent service and customer care.
We encourage family values and community involvement. Our goal is to establish long
term relationships and to be responsive to the changing needs of our customers. We
strive to be prompt, enthusiastic, and professional while doing our job right the first time.

Bring the enhancement...

of a pergola to your home or landscape. Pergolas are growing in
popularity. They were once known in ancient Egypt, Greece, and Rome
and were also a common feature of early Renaissance gardens in Italy
and subsequently throughout Europe.

Rediscover...
how the quality time spent with family and friends, can turn
moments into lasting memories.

Designed for you...

and built with your lifestyle in mind, our quality
pergolas are handcrafted with the finest materials
and attention to detail. These add grace, style, comfort
and architectural character to your outdoor living area,
whether on your patio or even next to your pool.

Enjoy The Moment...
as you browse through this catalog and
choose the style and options that you desire, to
complement and complete your outdoor oasis.
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Elegant

Wood

STANDARD
FEATURES
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standard posts
lattice roof
cinder stain

�

Our handcrafted pergolas fit well with
many types of architecture. They provide
a warmth that instantly makes you feel
comfortable and right at home.

superior posts
lattice roof
cedar stain

12x16 Elegant Wood Pergola

unstained PT pine wood
solid laminated 5”x 5”x 95”
posts
double 2"x 8" headers with
decorative ends
2"x 6" rafters with decorative
ends
engineered L-brackets to
resist warping
1 3/8” square stringers on top
with 5" standard spacing
designed corner braces that
provide strength with a
graceful aesthetic touch

14x14 Elegant Wood Pergola

anchor brackets for concrete
patio and wood decks

Elegant

2"x 6" rafters
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corner braces

2"x 8" headers

Elegant

�

Wood

16x18 Elegant Wood Pergola
standard posts
lattice roof
cedar stain

�

FOR ADDITIONAL WOOD FEATURES
see page 12

�

�
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10x10 Elegant Wood Pergola

12x18 Elegant Wood Pergola

superior posts
custom 12" stringer spacing
redwood stain

superior posts
mahogany stain
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Elegant
Vinyl

STANDARD
FEATURES
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10x10 Elegant Vinyl Pergola
10" round columns
white

6”x 6”x 95” posts
double 2"x 8" headers with
decorative ends
2"x 6" rafters with decorative
ends
PT wood inserts for 		
maximum strength
1 ½” square stringers on top
with 5" standard spacing
designed corner braces that
provide strength with a
graceful aesthetic touch

�

�

�

The same popular design as the
Elegant Wood Pergola, but built with
maintenance free high quality vinyl
materials over PT wood for superior
strength. These pergolas are built for low
maintenance and long life.

12x12 Elegant Vinyl Pergola
superior posts
clay

anchor brackets for concrete
patio and wood decks

Elegant

2"x 6" rafters
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corner braces

2"x 8" headers

Elegant

�

Vinyl

�

14x16 Elegant Vinyl Pergola
standard posts
lattice roof option
white

FOR ADDITIONAL VINYL FEATURES
see page 13

Atlantic Highlands, NJ

�

�
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14x14 Elegant Vinyl Pergola

12x14 Elegant Vinyl Pergola

superior posts
white

superior posts
white
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Elegant

�

Vinyl

�

12x24 Elegant Vinyl Pergola
superior posts
counters & 2x4 stringer option
white

FOR ADDITIONAL VINYL FEATURES
see page 13

�
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12x18 Elegant Vinyl Pergola

10x10 Elegant Vinyl Pergola

standard posts
lattice roof option
white

superior posts
custom 12" stringer spacing
white
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Cozy
Arch

STANDARD
FEATURES

�

This cozy arch pergola is an inspired blend
of accurate architecture and technology
The details of this design evoke the fine
woodworking and craftsmanship from
our dedicated craftsmen.

12x20 Cozy Arch Pergola

�

standard posts
lattice roof & privacy wall option
cedar stain

�
�
�

�
�

�

�

12x24 Cozy Arch Pergola
standard posts
lattice roof & privacy wall option
canyon brown stain

�

unstained PT pine wood
solid laminated 5”x 5”x 95”
posts
triple ply 2"x 8" headers
2"x 6" arched rafters with
engineered connection
brackets in the center
engineered L-brackets to
resist warping
notched 2"x 6" stringers with
decorative ends
designed corner braces that
provide strength with a
graceful aesthetic touch
anchor brackets for concrete
patio and wood decks

Cozy Arch
2"x 6" arched rafters

corner braces

2"x 8" headers
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Cozy
Arch

�
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12x16 Cozy Arch Pergola
superior posts
privacy wall & lattice roof option
cedar stain
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Cozy

�

Arch

12x16 Cozy Arch Pergola
superior posts
lattice roof option
cedar stain

�

FOR ADDITIONAL WOOD FEATURES
see page 12

�

�
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12x16 Cozy Arch Pergola

12x16 Cozy Arch Pergola

superior posts
lattice roof option
cedar stain

superior posts
privacy wall & lattice roof option
cedar stain
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Veranda
Vinyl

NEW!
STANDARD
FEATURES

Similiar design to the Elegant Vinyl
Pergola with adjusted stringer spacing
and no corner braces. Built with
maintenance free high quality vinyl
materials over PT wood for superior
strength. These pergolas are built for low
maintenance and long life.

�
�
�
�
�

double 2"x 8" headers with
decorative ends

NEW 10x16 Veranda Vinyl Pergola
standard posts
lattice roof option
white

2"x 6" rafters with decorative
ends
PT wood inserts for 		
maximum strength
2"x 4" stringers on top 		
with 12/13" standard spacing

NEW!

anchor brackets for concrete
patio and wood decks

Veranda
�
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6”x 6”x 95” posts

�

�

NEW 10x12 Veranda Vinyl Pergola
standard posts
EZ shade canopy option
almond
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EZ

Shade

STANDARD STOCK COLORS

burgundy,
black & white

heather beige
classic

navy, taupe
& fancy

black forest
fancy

grey, black
& white

east ridge
cocoa

westfield
mushroom

Other Sunbrella Fabrics
(available for an additional fee)
linen
tweed

hemlock
tweed

charcoal
tweed

dubonnett
tweed

Consider adding the EZShade Canopy
System to your new or existing pergola.
This manually controlled canopy glides
effortlessly across the triple track system
to provide you with a shaded space. Made
from stainless steel fasteners, aluminum
beams and Sunbrella fabric, it will shield
you from the hot mid-day sun or mild
rain. The system is designed specifically to
enhance the outdoor experience so you
can enjoy the moment.
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�

royal blue
tweed

Canopy
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Wood

Features

A

B

�

CUSTOM FEATURES
�

counters
customized for your needs

�

overhead lattice (A)
customized for your needs

�

privacy wall (B)

�

�

customized for your needs

standard post (C)

MIX & MATCH
16x16 Elegant

available in 5" and 7"
�

10" round column
cinder stain

superior post (D)
available to fit 5" and 7"

�

round vinyl column (I)
available in 10"

�

5 stain options
cedar, clear, mahogany,

Wood

canyon brown & cinder
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C/5"

clear

cedar

mahogany

canyon brown
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D/5"

cinder

D/7"

I/10"

Vinyl

Features

F

E

�

CUSTOM FEATURES

NEW!
�

counters (F)
customized for your needs

�

overhead lattice (E)
customized for your needs

�

privacy wall (E)
customized for your needs

�

standard post (G)
available in 6" and 8"

�

�

NEW Vinyl Wall
Mount Pergola

available in sizes
3'x7' through 3'x40'

superior post (H)
available to fit 6" and 8"

�

round column (I)
available in 10"

�

3 vinyl options
clay, almond, white

Vinyl

G/6"

G/8"

H/6"

I/10"
clay
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almond

white
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Creative Gazebos is the source
for outdoor lining rooms. We also
offer a full line of Gazebos and
Pavilions.

Beautiful Designs
Timely Delivery
Exceptional Quality
Excellent Customer Service

